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always thought of stripes as a result cf ... so . . and in stripes you thin k

of what a person endures as a result of bloxws, you k might think of the blows

that He gave. That would be one possible difficulty. Whether He gave the blows

or whether He received them. But whether this word would fit that idea as well,

or better, I am not at all . . this word now is . .1 notice here that Brown, Driver,

and Briggs Ix gives a word. . . it gives it under .. .fxlx it is rather hard to see much

relationship... it gives the meaning as k stripes or blows, and it x gives it

as occurring only about five or x six times. Proverbs...Exodus 21:25, . . . under

the figures of . .1 would be inclined to UI nk that Christ perhaps.. . quite closely

... whetter he can , but it seems to have the idea of injury. . .but whether the

actual rule itself. although it is possible tInt . . yes, Mr. .. well bruise again

---bruise is not so good in English, because brtsi-brixise , and there.. does that

if it mearE ... 1 don't know whether the averu.be- average person isn't familiar

with Isa. . . you think that is still familiar to the efae-c average person...

as for myself , having heard ... bc now, bruise would convey to anyone. ..Oh

yes, definitely, this wo d ... except that this word.. . it co.i Id the-be the blcw s

he received or it could the--be the blows he gave. I think that it definitely

suggests tlu t . . but the difficulty is that the ... but the difficulty is that the

word ... might convey the object of athe idea... well, of course it is referring

to Lhe whole... and the whole.. . and in that perhaps would fit more with

the scourging than with Lhe . . that would... sd I doubt that it would be profitable

to restrict it in any senese . It was the whole expeoeience that was the bearing

of our sins. Ar14But I doubt that this weti14 word would be restricted to the driving

of the nails into the hands, Yes, there is ... we are heal ed. I don't think that

that would be quite a literal rendixDc ering of it. By His strips we are healed.
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